Perioperative chemotherapy for resectable colorectal liver metastases: where now?
Following the publication of the EORTC trial (40983), perioperative chemotherapy has become the standard of care for all patients with resectable colorectal cancer liver metastases (CRLM). However recently presented data suggest that the earlier advantage seen in progression free survival (PFS) may not translate over into a meaningful overall survival (OS) advantage. At the other end of the spectrum, patients with irresectable but liver limited CRLM continue to be offered treatment based on improving PFS, at the expense of regimens with greater response rates (but maybe poorer PFS rates) that could bring them to potentially curative liver resection. We therefore argue that patients with liver limited CRLM should be managed in three separate groups: Group One: those with easily resectable disease who should be offered immediate surgery, followed by adjuvant therapy if considered appropriate. Group Two: those with borderline resectable or high recurrence risk CRLM who could be offered appropriate systemic neoadjuvant therapy prior to planned liver surgery. Group Three: those with inoperable but liver limited CRLM who should be offered the most effective and appropriate systemic therapy with the primary purpose of achieving maximal disease response (and not PFS) with the intention of conversion to surgical resectability with curative intent.